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Abstract The search for an effective psychopharmacologic
strategy in the treatment of anorexia nervosa (AN) has been
elusive for decades and has run the gamut from reserpine to
typical antipsychotics, to lithium, to tetrahydrocannabinol,
to growth hormone, to anticonvulsants, to antidepressants,
to atypical antipsychotics. Only recently has there arisen a
potential “diamond in the rough” in the form of the atypical
antipsychotic agent, olanzapine, which, in five randomized
controlled trials, has shown superiority to placebo (three
studies), chlorpromazine (one study), and aripiprazole (one
study) in terms of weight gain and/or reduction in obses-
sional symptoms. The pharmacologic profile of olanzapine
and other antipsychotic medications is discussed in light of
the known pathophysiology of AN involving serotonin and
dopamine systems, as well as brain-derived neurotrophic
factor.
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Introduction

Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a potentially lethal disorder that is
associated with marked medical and psychiatric morbidity.
Treatment is often exceedingly time-consuming and chal-
lenging, and many clinicians avoid seeing these patients.
The search for useful pharmacologic treatment strategies has
been ongoing for many decades now, but with only very
limited success. In comparison to other major psychiatric
disorders, such as psychotic disorders, mood disorders, anx-
iety disorders, substance use disorders, and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, there has not been a clearly useful
pharmacologic strategy to combat AN—perhaps until now.

There are many reasons to suspect that antipsychotic
agents, especially specific atypical agents, might be effec-
tive adjuncts in the treatment of AN. These reasons include
the delusional or quasi-delusion nature of thinking typical of
AN, the known neurobiology of AN, and the known effects
of antipsychotics on these neurobiological systems, as well
as the results of clinical trials of antipsychotic medications
in patients with AN.

Phenomenology

It has been noted that, in some ways, the phenomenology of
AN resembles that of psychosis. Patients with AN exhibit
rigidly held irrational beliefs that are often highly resistant to
logical challenge. Hilda Bruch, one of the early pioneers to
describe in detail the clinical features of AN, described
“delusional denial of thinness” as a significant characteristic
of the illness [1]. She also specifically noted “the first
outstanding symptom is a disturbance of delusional propor-
tions in the body image and body concept” [1]. With this
historical background in mind, Steinglass and colleagues
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administered the Brown Assessment of Beliefs Scale to 25
patients with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth edition (DSM-IV) defined AN and found
that concerns about body size and shape do, in fact, reach
delusional proportions in at least a subset of patients [2].
Therefore, the use of antipsychotics for such patients seems
logical.

The DSM-IV, however, does not refer to patients’ beliefs
about their bodies as delusional, but, instead, uses the term
“intense” beliefs [3]. The terminology of the DSM reflects
the commonly held view that reality testing in patients with
AN, apart from eating-related issues, is generally intact and
that patients usually recognize that their beliefs are not
shared by others. However, getting patients to change their
behaviors in spite of these beliefs is not easy.

Comorbidity

Atypical antipsychotic medications have been shown to be
useful in the treatment of disorders that commonly co-occur
with AN, including obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
[4], bipolar disorder [5–7], and major depression [8]. In
some cases, when the comorbid disorder is successfully
treated with an antipsychotic agent, the AN also improves,
thereby suggesting that these disorders may share common
or overlapping mechanisms, and that these medications may
be helpful for treating AN per se. Despite high rates of
depression and anxiety in individuals with AN, antidepres-
sant medications have not been found to be useful for AN,
either during the low weight state or even after weight
restoration [9, 10]. This has been hypothesized to result
from the profound depletion of central serotonin that occurs
with weight loss, as well as inadequate intake of the neces-
sary amino acid precursor of serotonin, L-tryptophan [11].

Neurobiology of Anorexia Nervosa

Serotonin

There has been major interest in exploring and identifying
the neurobiological basis of AN over the past few decades,
and significant progress has been made, particularly in terms
of confirming abnormalities in serotonergic neurotransmis-
sion. Several lines of reasoning suggest that disturbances of
serotonin [5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT)] function are impor-
tant in understanding the neuropathophysiological basis of
the eating disorders [12–22]. These have been extensively
reviewed elsewhere and include serotonin’s role in feeding,
satiety, dieting/fasting, mood, anxiety, obsessionality, per-
fectionism, behavioral inhibition, harm avoidance,

impulsivity, aggression, motor activity, body image percep-
tion, and social status, amongst others [12–22].

Reductions in an array of serotonergic parameters have
been consistently reported in low-weight patients with AN,
such as reduced cerebrospinal (CSF) levels of the major 5-HT
metabolite, 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid (5-HIAA) [12–22].
However, teasing out state-related (the effects of semi-
starvation and weight loss) from trait-related disturbances
has been tremendously challenging. One strategy for mini-
mizing the impact of starvation in AN studies has included the
examination of normal-weight individuals with a history of
AN. Such studies have shown specific abnormalities in sero-
tonergic and dopaminergic systems in those with a history of
AN compared with healthy control populations, including
increased receptor sensitivities of 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A recep-
tors in the remitted AN sample. Upon short-term weight
recovery, CSF 5-HIAA concentrations normalize; long-term
weight restored samples have elevated levels of CSF 5-HIAA
in comparison to healthy controls [16, 17, 19]. These findings
suggest that serotonergic abnormalities are both state- and
trait-dependent, and they provide clues to possible pharmaco-
logic strategies for treatment.

Kaye and colleagues have suggested that AN may be
associated with increased serotonergic tone that is subse-
quently reduced by starvation-induced decreases in 5-HT
activity during active illness [16–19]. Furthermore, he pos-
tulates that this hyperserotonergic trait may correspond to
the personality traits of high harm avoidance, obsessionality,
and behavioral inhibition. In support of this theory, both
low-weight and long-term weight-recovered patients with
AN show elevated 5-HT1A receptor binding measures as
determined by 5-HT-receptor-specific radioligands during
positron emission tomography (PET) scanning [19–21]. In
addition, in a group of weight-recovered patients with the
binge-purge subtype of AN, measures of harm avoidance
positively correlated with 5-HT2A receptor binding poten-
tial, whilst measures of drive for thinness and novelty-
seeking negatively correlated with 5-HT2A receptor binding
potential in cingulate and temporal areas [20, 21]. Although
there were no group differences found between patients with
the restricting type of AN and control subjects in 5- HT2A

binding potential [21], those with the binge-purge type of
AN had higher 5- HT2A binding potential than controls [20].

Galusca and coworkers also reported increased 5-HT1A

binding in the right fronto-temporal areas of patients with
AN both at low weight and after weight recovery [22].

Using single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) technology Audenaert and colleagues reported
that 5-HT2A receptor binding was reduced in frontal, parie-
tal, and occipital cortical areas of low-weight patients with
AN when compared with healthy controls [23].

Likewise, Goethals and collaborators reported that 5-
HT2A binding index was significantly reduced in the parietal
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cortex in binge-purge subtype AN patients in comparison
with restrictive patients. In addition, a positive correlation
was documented between reward dependence and parietal
5-HT2A binding index across patients in the two subtypes of
AN [24].

In a PET study of 5-HT transporter binding in a group of
27 recovered eating disorder patients and 10 healthy con-
trols, Bailer and coworkers reported that long-term weight
recovered restricting AN patients showed significantly
greater 5-HT transporter binding potential than seven
binge-purge AN patients [25].

Ehrlich and colleagues reported that platelet monoamine
oxidase B (MAO-B) activity, which can be a marker of
serotonergic activity, was significantly lower in weight-
recovered patients with AN compared with low-weight
patients with AN and controls [26].

There are a number of genetic studies that further support
the possibility of a primary disturbance of serotonin neuro-
transmission in AN. Gorwood and collaborators performed
a meta-analysis on aggregation studies in AN and found that
the most frequently studied gene is the 5-HT2A gene. Their
meta-analysis showed a persistent main effect of the -1438A
allele of the 5-HT2A gene [27].

Rybakowski et al. studied the 5-HT2A -1438 A/G and 5-
HTTLPR polymorphisms, and their relationship to a num-
ber of personality dimensions in adolescents with AN [28].
There was no significant difference in the 5-HTTLPR fre-
quency between AN patients and controls. However, there
was a trend for a higher frequency of the A allele of the -
1438 A/G polymorphism in patients with AN compared
with controls. In addition, the A allele of this polymorphism
showed a significant relationship with two temperamental
traits. Patients homozygous for the A allele showed lower
reward dependence than G/G homozygotes, and A/A homo-
zygotes showed lower harm avoidance than heterozygotes.

Kiezebrink et al. found a significant association between
polymorphisms with the 5-HT2A gene and both subtypes of
AN, as well as an association between the 5-HT1D and 5-
HT1B genes with AN, restricting subtype, and between the
5-HT2C gene and AN, binge-purge subtype, thereby indicat-
ing a complex interplay between serotonergic genes and AN
[29•]. No significant associations were found for the 5-HT
transporter gene.

Bergin and colleagues observed statistically significant
genotypic, allelic, and haplotypic associations to AN using a
case-control design at genes for the 5-HT1D and the delta
opioid receptors [30].

Hu et al. reported findings consistent with a role for the
Ser23 allele of 5-HT2C in mediating susceptibility to and
increasing severity of AN [31].

Hammer and coworkers reported a genotype study show-
ing evidence for involvement of variants of the 5-HT3 gene
in the etiopathogenesis of AN, restricting subtype [32].

Martaskova and coworkers reported results from an ex-
clusively Czech population of patients with AN and con-
trols. Their results support previous reports of a significant
role of the A allele (-1438A/G, 5-HT2A receptor) as a risk
factor in AN [33].

Brown and colleagues contributed further evidence of
association of 5-HT1D and delta opioid polymorphisms with
susceptibility to the restricting subtype of AN [34].

Dopamine

The monoamine neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) is also
suspected to be involved in the neuropathophysiology of
AN given its demonstrated involvement in the regulation of
feeding, mood, activity, perception, sexual and social be-
havior, and hormone and peptide release [13–15]. DA is
particularly implicated in the hedonic reward responses to
eating and the maintenance of eating, as well as to other
pleasurable activities.

The majority of studies of DA metabolism in eating
disorders have consistently shown that low-weight AN
patients have reduced measures of peripheral and central
DA activity, including decreased plasma and CSF levels of
the dopamine metabolite homovanillic acid (HVA). In one
published research study of DA metabolites in the CSF of
long-term weight-recovered patients with AN, there was a
trend for decreased concentrations of CSF HVA levels in the
restricting AN patients (n06) compared with both the
healthy controls and those patients with the binge–purge
subtype of the illness [18]. Although sample sizes are quite
small, the results of this study indicate a disturbance in
restricting AN that may be trait-related. However, nutrition-
al factors could, perhaps, account for these findings given
that the patients may have been at the low end of their
normal weight range.

Excessive or compulsive physical activity is a common
symptom of AN. A possible animal model for AN is
activity-based anorexia (ABA) in rats, as ABA rats similarly
manifest severe weight loss and increased physical activity
[35]. Suppression of hyperactivity by olanzapine (OLA) in
patients with AN, as well as in ABA rats, implies a role of
dopamine and/or serotonin in this trait. For example, in a
study with the non-selective dopaminergic antagonist cis-
fluphethixol, treatment in ABA rats reduced activity levels
in a dose-dependent fashion. These treated rats showed
increased food intake and less weight loss, which supports
a role for DA in anorexia-associated hyperactivity [36].

Asceticism and self-denial of pleasurable activities, such
as eating, are also clinical features of patients with AN that
are suggestive of alterations in dopaminergic function [37].
In a brain imaging study of recovered patients with AN and
healthy women, patients demonstrated difficulties in differ-
entiating positive and negative feedback. Based on the
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patients’ exaggerated activation of the caudate, an area of
the brain involved in linking action to outcome, the authors
hypothesized that patients with AN have an imbalance in
information processing—specifically, an impaired ability to
identify the emotional significance of a stimulus.

Genetic evidence for the involvement of DA in AN has
been growing over the last several years. Given that patients
with AN are known to have strong perfectionistic traits, it is
notable that Bachner-Melman and colleagues found an as-
sociation between the dopamine D4 receptor and the Child
and Adolescent Perfectionism Scale (CAPS) scores, both for
AN and control subjects [38]. Personality traits, such as
obsessionality, a drive for thinness, and perfectionism, are
potential endophenotypes for discerning the etiology of AN
and may be one of many likely pathways to disordered
eating possibly mediated by the impact of DNA sequences.

Frank and colleagues found increased dopamine D2 and
D3 receptor binding in weight-recovered patients with AN
compared with controls [39].

In a novel study on epigenetics and DA in AN, Frieling et
al. reported a disturbed expression of dopaminergic genes
that is accompanied by a dysregulation of the epigenetic
DNA methylation in a group of patients with AN [40].

Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor

Given its role in homeostatic regulation of food intake and
energy expenditure, brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) has been hypothesized to be an important factor
in the development of AN [41•]. Studies have shown that
serum levels of BDNF are reduced in low-weight patients
with AN in comparison with healthy controls [41•, 42].
However, BDNF levels normalize upon weight recovery
[42].

Mercader and coworkers measured BDNF plasma levels
in a group of patients with AN and showed significant
correlations with global severity and five of the nine Symp-
tom Checklist (SCL)-90 subscales [43]. In particular, BDNF
plasma levels explained 17 % of the variance in the psycho-
ticism subscale.

Monteleone and Maj reviewed the literature on eating
disorder-associated polymorphisms and indicated that both
the 5-HT2A gene and the BDNF gene are promising candi-
dates for genetic influences on AN given that polymor-
phisms have been consistently found [44].

Neuropsychopharmacologic Aspects of Antipsychotics

As reviewed above, there is considerable evidence that
patients with AN and BN have disturbances in both seroto-
nergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission, as well as
BDNF. Given that atypical antipsychotics have powerful

effects on all of these systems, it stands to reason that these
agents might facilitate recovery in AN. The efficacy of
atypical antipsychotic medications is thought to be owing,
at least in part, to their actions at central serotonergic and
dopaminergic receptor sites, including several subtypes of
dopaminergic (D2, D3, and D4) and serotonergic (5-HT1A,
5-HT2A, and 5-HT2C) receptors. Although the atypical anti-
psychotic agents affect many similar neurotransmitter sys-
tems and receptor sites, each drug has a very specific
pharmacologic set of actions that accounts for its slightly
different and unique clinical and side effect profile [45]. In
addition to acting on 5-HT2A and D2 receptors, like most
atypical antipsychotic medications, OLA has unique pattern
of effects on additional 5-HT and DA receptors, including 5-
HT2C, 5-HT3, 5-HT6, D1, D3, and D4 sites. In addition,
atypical antipsychotic agents, particularly OLA, has been
shown to increase BDNF levels [46].

Medication Studies

Historical Background

The search for an effective psychopharmacologic strategy in
the treatment of AN has been elusive for decades and has
run the gamut from reserpine to typical antipsychotics, to
lithium, to tetrahydrocannabinol, to growth hormone, to
anticonvulsants, to antidepressants, to atypical antipsy-
chotics. Only recently has there arisen a potential “diamond
in the rough” in the form of the atypical antipsychotic agent,
OLA.

Case Reports and Case Series

There have been several published case series reporting the
effectiveness of antipsychotic agents in AN, including
chlorpromazine, haloperidol, OLA, quetiapine, and aripipra-
zole, but only nine randomized, controlled trials have been
reported.

Double-Blind Controlled Trials

A summary of the nine available randomized, double-blind
controlled studies using antipsychotic medications that have
been conducted in AN is shown in Table 1. Six of the nine
studies identified were with OLA, and four of these six were
placebo-controlled trials. Of these, three were done in adults
receiving treatment in an outpatient setting, including one
study performed in a day treatment program. The fourth
study was done in a younger sample of patients (aged 12–
22 years) who started the study whilst receiving concurrent
treatments of varying intensities (e.g., inpatient, day
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treatment, or outpatient) within a specialized eating disorder
program.

In the first randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind
trial to be published, Brambilla and colleagues reported on
their study of 30 adult outpatients with AN [47]. Each
patient received either OLA plus cognitive behavioral ther-
apy (CBT) or placebo (PLA) plus CBT for three months.
There were no significant differences in body mass index
(BMI) between the two groups at the start or the end of
treatment, but specific psychological symptom measures
were noted to improve significantly more in the OLA group
compared with the PLA group. These included measures of
obsessionality, compulsivity, aggressiveness, persistence,
and depression.

Bissada et al. compared the effects of OLAwith PLA in a
group of 34 patients with AN who were receiving concom-
itant treatment in a day treatment program [48••]. Compared
with placebo, OLA resulted in a significantly faster rate of
weight gain and a significantly faster rate of decrease in
obsessive-compulsive symptoms. There were no differences
in adverse effects between the two treatments.

In the study by Attia et al., 23 adult outpatients with AN
were randomized to OLA versus PLA [49••]. The patients
met weekly with study psychiatrists to monitor progress and
emphasize treatment adherence, but received no concurrent
psychotherapy throughout the duration of the eight-week
trial. At the conclusion of the trial, results indicated a sig-
nificantly higher BMI in those receiving OLA compared
with those receiving PLA. There was no significant

difference in the degree of improvement in psychological
measures. However, unlike the prior two studies in which
OLAwas supplemental to CBT or day treatment, patients in
this study gained weight whilst receiving no other treatment
for their eating disorder. Taken together, these results imply
that OLA may offer a significant therapeutic advantage
when psychotherapeutic or behavioral treatment is limited
or nonexistent.

Two of the six studies involving OLA compared it with
another antipsychotic agent. Mondraty and colleagues com-
pared the effects of OLA with the typical antipsychotic
chlorpromazine (CHL) in a group of 15 adults treated in
an inpatient eating disorders specialty unit [50]. Both groups
gained weight and, although there was no difference be-
tween the two groups in the amount of weight gained, those
who had received OLA had a significantly greater reduction
in “ruminations,” or obsessions, than those who had re-
ceived CHL. Ruminations were measured using the Padua
Inventory, which was specifically selected to measure the
levels of distress and rumination that subjects had about
their anorexic cognitions.

In another study by Attia and colleagues, the effects of
OLAwere compared with those of aripipirazole (ARI) in 22
adult outpatients with AN (BMI >14 kg/m2) [51]. In this
study there was a significantly greater degree of weight gain
in the OLA group compared with the ARI group (p <0.05).

Three of the nine controlled studies involved antipsychot-
ic agents other than OLA, and none of these studies showed
a significant difference in weight gain compared with

Table 1 Summary of randomized, controlled trials of antipsychotic agents in patients with anorexia nervosa

Study agents n Dose
(mg)

Population Setting Duration Result

OLA vs PLA [48••] 34 2.5–10* Adult AN Day treatment 10 wks OLA > PLA: Weight gain

OLA > PLA: OC Sxs

OLA vs PLA [49••] 23 2.5–10* Adult AN Outpatient 8 wks OLA > PLA: Weight gain

OLA0PLA: Psychological Sxs

OLA vs PLA [55•] 20 2.5–10* AN age 12–22 Mixed (I/O/D) 10 wks OLA0PLA: Weight gain

OLA0PLA: Psychological Sxs

OLA vs PLA [47] 30 2.5–5* Adult AN Outpatient 16 wks OLA + CBT0PLA + CBT: Weight gain

OLA + CBT > PLA + CBT: OC/DEP/AGG/PER Sxs

OLA vs CHL [50] 15 5–20* Adult AN Inpatient 46-53 days OLA0CHL: Weight gain;

OLA > CHL: ruminations

OLA vs ARI [51] 22 2.5–10* Adult AN Outpatient 12 wks OLA >ARI: Weight gain only

RIS vs PLA [54] 40 0.5–4 AN age 12–21 Inpatient 1st 9 wks RIS0PLA: Weight gain

RIS > PLA: EDI interpersonal distrust

PIM vs PLA [52] 18 4–6 Adult AN Inpatient 3 wks PIM + BT > PLA + BT (trend): Weight gain

SUL vs PLA [53] 18 300–400 Adult AN Inpatient 3 wks SUL0PLA: Weight gain

*OLA dosage

Olanzapine0OLA; placebo0PLA; risperidone0RIS; aripipirazole0ARI; chlorpromazine0CHL; pimozide0PIM; sulpiride0SUL; cognitive behavioral
therapy0CBT; behavior therapy0BT; symptoms0Sxs; obsessive-compulsive0OC; depression0DEP; aggression0AGG; persistence0PER
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placebo [52, 53, 54•]. Two of these three studies were done
with typical antipsychotic agents, including pimozide [52] and
sulpiride [53], whilst the third study was with the atypical
agent, risperidone [54•]. Notably, all of these studies were
executed in patients who were being treated in highly struc-
tured, specialized inpatient eating disorder programs.

When these nine studies are examined from various com-
mon perspectives, some interesting and important trends
emerge. All five of the nine controlled studies conducted in
inpatient settings found no specific benefit to weight gain
associated with antipsychotic medication compared with pla-
cebo. However, in three of the four studies conducted in out-
patients (including one study of patients in a day treatment
program), OLA (the only agent studied) was superior to the
comparison condition (PLA in 2 studies, ARI in 1 study) in
terms of producing weight gain. In the one study that failed to
show a difference, the patients in both arms of the study had
been receiving concurrent CBT for three months. Neverthe-
less, in this study the OLA group showed a greater improve-
ment in psychological symptoms, i.e., measures of obsessive-
compulsive features, depression, aggression, and persistence.

Only two of the nine randomized, controlled studies were
carried out in adolescents, one with OLA [55•] and one with
risperidone (RIS) [54•]. Both of these studies failed to show a
significant difference in weight gain associated with medica-
tion versus placebo, although both of these studies involved
inpatients. Whilst there was no difference between OLA and
PLA on improvement in psychological symptoms [55•], treat-
ment with RIS was associated with significantly reduced
interpersonal distrust on the Eating Disorder Inventory
(EDI)-2 by the end of treatment compared with PLA [54•].

Taken together, it appears that OLA has a significant
effect on weight gain compared with placebo in an outpa-
tient setting when there is less structure and limited or no
concurrent psychotherapy. When OLA and other antipsy-
chotic agents are taken in the context of an intense thera-
peutic environment that specialized inpatient treatment
offers, it does not appear to offer any added benefit in terms
of weight gain. However, OLA may offer an advantage in
terms of reducing psychological symptoms, especially
obsessionality and depression, which may contribute to
early relapse. Specialized inpatient or residential treatment
is enormously expensive when compared with the relatively
lower cost of outpatient treatment with OLA. What remains
to be seen is whether OLA, and perhaps other antipsychotic
agents, can prevent relapse, which is so common with this
disorder. Longer-term studies are certainly indicated.

Conclusions

Results so far suggest that OLA may be the best pharmaco-
logical agent for treatment of AN, particularly when more

intensive and structured inpatient or residential treatment is
not available or affordable. In addition to its effects on
weight gain, OLA may be useful in reducing associated
psychological features in AN, particularly obsessive-
compulsive symptoms, depression, aggression, persistence,
and interpersonal distrust. Larger scale studies using OLA in
AN to achieve more definitive improvements during the
acute phase of illness and studies to determine whether
OLA is useful at preventing relapse are warranted.

Convincing patients to take OLA can be challenging
given the nature of the disorder. Denial, resistance, rigidity,
fear of change, fear of weight gain, fear of loss of control,
fear of uncertainty, fear of stigma, and not wanting to give
up the illness can all be factors leading to medication refusal
and/or nonadherence. Psychoeducation about the life-
threatening nature of AN, its refractoriness, and a motiva-
tional interviewing approach may be helpful. From my own
clinical experience one of the most important lessons I have
learned is that it is extremely important to start at a very low
dose and to titrate slowly upwards as tolerated and accord-
ing to clinical response. I routinely start children and ado-
lescents at 0.625 mg at bedtime and adults at 1.25 mg at
bedtime. This “test dose” helps to diffuse anxiety and fear,
and, most of all, avoids over-sedation and a negative expe-
rience that could easily set off a lifetime of drug avoidance.
Predicting side effects, discussing online information and its
relevance (or lack thereof), and also reassuring anxiety-
prone patients and family about off-label uses of atypical
antipsychotics goes a long way towards success.

Disclosure No potential conflicts of interest relevant to this article
were reported.
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